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The Origin …

Referee, committee, 
education

Talk about what we care and take every talk seriously!



An Illustrative Guide to PhD

Matt Might



Preparation for PhD Dissertation
ü Choose an area
ü Choose a research topic
ü Get to know your area

Do your research ……
q Manage your time
q Draft your thesis/dissertation
q Proofread and revise
q Prepare oral defense

Stay organized and go digitalized!



A Dissertation Should …

§ Have a clear objective, based on a well worked out 
thesis or central question

§ Be well planned and widely researched
§ Contain consistent and correct referencing
§ Be structured and expressed in an appropriate 

academic way
§ Show that your have a good grasp of relevant 

concepts and are able to apply them
§ Show that you have been able to use this to 

produce a well argued extended academic work



How To Deal With New Challenges
It is all about efficiency! Key: The right tools! 
§ Reference managers

BibTeX, Mendeley, BibDesk, EndNote, …

§ Version control
CVS, SVN, Git, Mercurial, …

§ Time management
Calendar, Todo List, Gantt Chart, …

§ Cloud storage and sync
DDL, Dropbox, Google Drive, iCloud, …

§ Integrated search engines
Google, ScienceDirect, MathSciNet, SCI-Hub, Lib Genesis, …

§ Communication
Skype/WeChat, WhiteBoard, TeamViewer, GoToMeeting, …



1. Organize your references

2. Prepare your slides/posters/CVs

3. Do version control and backup

Outline



§ Go to the library to copy a paper

§ File tons of papers in the office

§ Try to remember which paper I need

§ Find a paper in piles of papers

§ File tons of papers in the office again

§ Type in references by hand

§ Prepare a webpage and CV

§ Send email to a friend to get a paper

When I Was A Student

There is no 
such thing as 

too many 
books. There is 

only too little 
bookshelf!



§ Check an interesting paper out

Have I seen this paper before? Maybe …

§ Check who is interested in a paper

How many downloads? Who’s citing it?

§ Organize citations & generating bibliographies

Don’t want to enter references over and over again!

§ Managing your documents & references

Soon you will have thousands of PDF files. How to find them?

§ Sharing references with collaborators

Sending PDF files to collaborators via email? Not good!

§ Creating your publication profile

Is your publication list up-to-date? No Way!

Reference Management



BibTeX Database

% The \cite command functions as follows:
%   \citet{key} ==>>                Jones et al. (1990)
%   \citet*{key} ==>>               Jones, Baker, and Smith (1990)
%   \citep{key} ==>>                (Jones et al., 1990)
%   \citep*{key} ==>>               (Jones, Baker, and Smith, 1990)
%   \citep[chap. 2]{key} ==>>       (Jones et al., 1990, chap. 2)
%   \citep[e.g.][]{key} ==>>        (e.g. Jones et al., 1990)
%   \citep[e.g.][p. 32]{key} ==>>   (e.g. Jones et al., p. 32)
%   \citeauthor{key} ==>>           Jones et al.
%   \citeauthor*{key} ==>>          Jones, Baker, and Smith
%   \citeyear{key} ==>>             1990

§ O. Patashnik and L. Lamport, 1985 
§ User is freed from deciding how to format
§ Easy to be reused in other documents
§ Initialization overhead

An example given by H. Hudson, Berkeley



Reference Management Tools

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_reference_management_software



Key Features

§ Free
§ Fast search

§ Organize
§ Read and annotate
§ Cite and write
§ Cross platform support
§ Client + web-based access

§ Communicate
§ Increase awareness
§ Discover interesting papers



Set up and manage your reference groups

Add tags & notes and edit document details

Library showing all your documents (citation or table view)

Mendeley Desktop



You can also add 
references, edit and 
manage your library 
online

Access From Everywhere



You have different options to set up your library:
• Add single files or an entire folder 
• “Watch a folder” to automatically import PDF files
• Drag and drop PDFs into Mendeley Desktop

… and Mendeley will try to extract the document 
details automatically

Adding A New Paper



§ Add bib items automatically: watch folders!
§ Add a bib item manually

§ Use Mendeley Suggest: big data

§ Drag and drop a PDF file to Mendeley
§ Use quick-add buttons: arXiv, IEEE Xplore, …

§ Import from other software: BibTeX, EndNote, …
§ Sync with other services: Zotero, Citeulike, …

§ Use the Research Catalog: >30M papers
§ Import using the web importer

Other Ways to Add Papers



Star your favorite papers

Documents can be marked read/unread

Filter by authors, tags, publications or keywords 

Open attached PDF files in integrated viewer

Manage Your Library



Search As Your Type



Full Text Search with One Click



Annotate and Highlight



Share With Your Collaborators

Groups can be private or public (invite only or open)

View the group online –
other users can request to 
join or simply follow the 
activity of the group

Public groups only have the reference details – no 
full text. Private groups contain the full text 
including notes & annotations.



Communicate with Collaborators

See more examples on http://www.mendeley.com/how-we-help/



Other Features
Ø In-application printing with annotation 

Ø Advanced search options (title, author, abstract, …)

Ø Access from everywhere

Ø Personalized search results

Ø Analyze hot research topics

Ø Search special characters

Ø More storage space

Ø Fast web access

Ø Better support for non-English documents?



§ Go online and search a paper among millions of them

§ Extend the search to people who is citing the paper

§ Search a subject to write a paper or proposal

§ Maintain a BibTeX library across all devices

§ Cite a paper from the BibTeX library

§ Search on laptop for a paper

§ Not so many hardcopy papers in the office

§ Share a paper with a collaborator easily

§ Sometimes still ask a friend to find a paper

§ Update my publication list automatically

So What?



1. Organize your references

2. Prepare your slides/posters/CVs

3. Do version control and backup

Outline



Keys to A Successful Talk
1. Provide appropriate acknowledgments

2. Know your audience: adjust for different audience

3. Less is more: Keep it simple, focus on key points

4. Start your presentation strongly

5. Make the audience want to learn more

6. Time goes fast: Be ready to skip slides

7. Q&A is as important as the talk itself

8. Learn from the best

9. Practice and time your presentation



Lessons Learnt from Steve Jobs

§ Good presentations are memorable

§ Great presentations are motivating

§ Good presentations contain valid info

§ Great presentations contain minimal info

§ Good presentations include stories

§ Great presentations are stories

Six Presentation Secrets of S. Jobs:
1. Present what you’re passionate about
2. Big picture first 
3. Tell a story involving a villain
4. Bring numbers to life (5GB ~ 1000 songs)
5. Think visually
6. Be animated: use body language, visual aids, …



§ PowerPoint/Keynote + LaTeXit/MathType

§ TeX: Foil/Beamer/PowerDot

§ Use a template!
Ø Helps you to focus on the content

Ø Gives you the possibility to easily create 

professionally looking slides

Ø However, personalizes your slides!

Ø Be careful with your user-defined macros

Tools for Making A Presentation



Beamer: Standard Templates



Beamer: Personalized Templates



PowerDot: Standard Templates



CUPOSTER and RES Classes 



1. Organize your references

2. Prepare your slides/posters/CVs

3. Do version control and backup

Outline



Distributed Version Control System

• CVS
• SVN
• Vesta

• Git
• Mercurial
• DCVS
• Fossil
• Monotone



A Popular Example: Git



Another Example: Mercurial



BitBucket: Git/Hg

An extra copy does not hurt! Cloud, Time Machine, sync 
across computers, external hard disks, …



BitBucket: Compare Commits



BitBucket: Compare Side-to-Side



Source: http://www.phdcomics.com
PHD: Permanent Head Damage / Piled Higher and Deeper. Withdrawn from the real 
world, overworked, underpaid, stressed, and painfully uncertain about his or her life!

Grad School Is Like Kindergarten




